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FENDERS, REAR

2014 ½ Mid Fifty Catalog

REAR FENDERS

All fenders are shipped by truck, our discount of 65% is
passed on to you. Can cost as much to send one as 2 or 4,
see page 3. Call for a quote

3” WIDER REAR FIBERGLASS FENDERS

Notched for use with stock running board, rear of running
board point goes inside notch. Guaranteed 3 years.
Wheel clearance 13 1/2” note fiberglass fenders may
need longer fender bolts, see next pg. See longer fender
brace below also
Left, driver ................................. 6606-NL.........$240.00 ea
Right, passenger........................ 6606-NR.........$240.00 ea

FIBERGLASS STOCK FENDERS

Left ............................................ 6605-L............$225.00 ea
Right........................................... 6605-R...........$225.00 ea

USA STOCK STEEL REAR FENDERS

Left............................................. 1533-L............$325.00 ea
Right........................................... 1533-R...........$325.00 ea

REPRODUCTION STOCK STEEL FENDERS

Black electro-coated, made in China, in this case these
China fenders are pretty good, nice reproduction and a
good buy, nice savings. China 18 gauge is thinner than
US one above
Left............................................. 1532-L............$280.00 ea
Right........................................... 1532-R...........$280.00 ea

REAR FENDER PATCH
USA

Front lower section where the bolts are that go to the
running board. 6” tall, save your fender!
Driver side...................................... 1530-L..............$38.50 ea
Passenger side............................... 1530-R.............$38.50 ea

REAR FENDER BRACE MOUNTING TABS

Right and left, can be welded or glued in
Pair................................................. 1535................. $21.00 pr

REAR FENDER BRACE

Fits either side, goes from bed to rear of fender.
Stock fender, steel.......................... 1534.................$10.00 ea
Stock fender, polished stainless..... 1534-PS...........$20.00 ea
Bend in polished is visible, low price as i do not consider it
a show polish piece, could be buffed out to show quality
Wider fender, polished.................... 1536-PS...........$34.50 ea

USA

REAR FENDER BRACE BOLT KITS

Bolt is also part of bed bolt kits, it is the “extra” bolt in the
bed side flange.
Stock brace, zinc............................ 81536-Z.............. $5.00 kit
Stock brace, polished hex head..... 81536-PX........... $8.50 kit
Stock brace, polished button head.81536-PB........... $9.50 kit
Wider brace bolt kit, polished......... 81537-PB........... $9.50 kit

FIBERGLASS FENDER SKIRTS

With hardware, copy of the original ‘50’s skirts, can be taken
on and off for show and go.
Pair includes inner brackets........... 6507............... $175.00 pr
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